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I

Abstract

Increasingly our built and natural environments are becoming a hybrid
of real and digital entities here ob ects buildings and landscapes are
lin ed online ebsites blogs and te ts n the case of Aotearoa e
ealand modern lifestyles have put oral narratives at ris of being lost in
a orld dominated by ritten te t ntangible values transmitted orally
from generation to generation in response to the interaction ith nature
and history provide a sense of identity and community to indigenous
M ori as they relate and e perience the land based on cultural spiritual
emotion physical and social values e technologies have the potential
to reconnect these oral narratives ith both the indigenous M ori but
also a ider public in the conte t of high density

his thesis e tends the biophysical template of a landscape ith virtual
ob ects or information in truly mobile se ngs providing a storytelling
environment hich is specific to a location t engages ith the narratives
of real orld ob ects that simulate people s imagination of a hidden
past using augmented reality he methodology adopts a design led
collaborative participatory approach by engaging ith g ti ahungunu
i Wairarapa to create and visualise narratives through s etches
photographs and computer imagery t then tests the visual e periences
and e plores design decisions by mapping di erent conte t conditions
at di erent scales and the representation of the narratives revealed he
use of augmented reality in landscape architecture allo s for a layering of
history hile retaining the e isting landscape n this ay it enhances and
modernises M ori oral narratives and encourages a deeper and broader
engagement ith landscape promoting respect for cultural diversity and
human creativity through the use of mobile augmented reality
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II
Preface
This thesis arose from the passion of landscape and the
natural world alongside the complexities of technology. We
live in a world where technology is very much a part of our
day to day lives therefore, thinking about how these elements
could work together interested me greatly. While there are
many issues surrounding technology there are also many
opportunities. The possibilities of technology are endless
and thinking about how it influences existing landscapes and
processes is a new and developing field.
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1.0
ntroduction.

1.1

n Aotearoa e ealand here biculturalism is embodied in the
national identity the understanding of landscape is divided bet een t o
very di erent cultures he indigenous M ori of e ealand contend
that their relationship ith the land shapes ho the cultural spiritual
physical and social ellbeing of people and communities is e pressed
anelli
ipa
n contrast the Western approach of landscape
provides ideas of utili ation and beauty using the rich benefits of the land
and framing the picturesque perspectives of the landscape osgrove
he combination of a dominant culture of non ndigenous people
of uropean descent ith a highly urbanised society has resulted in
the deterioration of the natural environment and ith it a loss of the
minority M ori cultural values concerning the landscape his outlines the
comple ity of culturalism

ntroduction.

M ori have a deeply connected identity ith the landscape here is
cultural and ancestral history shared through the landscape whenua
hich allo s a person to determine their place in the orld Murton
raditional M ori tikanga customs and traditions allo s a
connectedness to landscape here self is literally a part of landscape
his e tends not only the physical realm but also social ancestral and
spiritual realms Mar
Lyons
he landscape is a part of a circle
of life establishing a holistic perspective that is passed on through oral
traditions narratives and story telling to future generations celebrating
the spiritual and natural history gained over centuries Men ies et al
ig

rangi

moana

spirit

transport

food

genealogy

Fig. 01 | M ori perspective of landscape
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n contrast to this the Western understanding is based on imagery
regarding rolling hills to ering mountains lush vegetation and colourful
o ering gardens his understanding of landscape is related directly
ith the aesthetical beauty of gardens and the natural beauty of the
countryside emal
he framed imagery of landscape highlights
the concept of the picturesque in landscape and enhances the idea that
the landscape can be controlled ig
hemes of retreat and rela ation
are paired ith ideals of aesthetics and beauty hillips
giving
a limited vie of the natural realm o ever there is also a strongly
embedded cultural need to control and utilise the land as it is also
understood as a source of food minerals and natural resources that can
be e tracted for human gain

exploitation

scenery

visual
appeal

he di erence bet een cultures is amplified by patterns of settlement
and advances of technology raditionally M ori lived ithin the
landscape relying on the surrounding environment for sustenance
ates
his meant living near ater bodies hich provided fish
and drin ing ater along ith rich soils for the gro th of fruit and
vegetables herefore an a areness of the health of the landscape
encouraged a greater connection and trust in the land to survive
hrough the development and urbanisation of Aotearoa e ealand
this reliance becomes less necessary and alters the perspective on
landscape by separating the urban environment from the biophysical
functions of that same landscape nitially the structures and layout
of M ori settlements ere simple and ra
he land in uenced here
these structures ent and ho they ere formed using materials of
the land With the in uence of uropean settlers the development of
these structures occurred quic ly creating a disconnect bet een the
built form and the landscape Mennella
his belief that the urban environment is an entity apart from nature
has dominated Western thin ing through history aggravating and
arguably creating environmental problems such as polluted air and
ater increased energy demands ooding draughts among others
ing et al
Vining et al
As cities increase in si e these
issues become more pressing and the establishment of surrounding
rural environments become more important hese areas provide
an interface bet een cities ith lo er populations of people living
in the outs irts of urban centres ue to lo er densities in these
environments there are more opportunities to reconnect ith nature
With the increasing of urbanisation the connection to the landscape
becomes lost for both M ori and non M ori he combination of
loss of land and its meanings ith the migration from ancestral lands
to urban areas have contributed to a idespread disconnection of
M ori from their t rangawaewae domicile here one has the right
to stand or whanau family orell
Williams
his
situation a ects M ori through a bro en lin to the landscape and
therefore loss of connection ith the history no ledge and stories
that are transmitted orally from generation to generation

landscape as
object

Fig. 02 | Western perspective of landscape
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Fig. 03 | rogression of lifestyles

AOTEAROA
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Modern lifestyles have put oral narratives at ris at being lost ithin a
orld dominated by te t and digital elements endangering the sense of
identity and community to ndigenous M ori Lieberman
ent
ramer
or landscape the standard practice of information boards
and visitor centre posts no longer engage people ith the stories of the
land ncreasingly our built and natural environments are becoming a
hybrid of real and digital entities here ob ects buildings and landscapes
are lin ed online through ebsites blogs and instant messaging ou a
articularly younger generations have a strong relationship and
engagement ith digital devices and they have developed a reliance on
this increasing technology As the realm of digital technology develops
our orld becomes more immersed in the technological processes and
ays of life Murthy
here are both challenges and benefits
to this While the rise in technology means access to this information
can increase and can open the door to ne systems that dra people
together alay
the disconnect from face to face interaction can
be a crucial loss for some cultures urgess

his thesis e pands on the importance of storytelling and oral narratives
that are deeply lin ed to the environment using virtual ob ects or
information in mobile se ngs t does this through the understanding
of the biophysical template of a landscape by establishing a relationship
bet een land and people his relationship is created through narratives
of real orld ob ects that simulate people s imagination of a hidden past
using Augmented eality A
he pro ect leveraged from the reliance
on mobile technologies and A to create hybrid and designed spaces
from the overlay of physical attributes of the e isting environment ith
media that articulates site specific narratives his research contributes
to e amine ne and emerging mobile environments and the use of
digital technologies by proposing a refined methodology for cultural
sustainability

AOTEAROA
NEW ZEALAND
21st Century
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1.2

Thesis Structure.

Fig. 04 | Thesis structure diagram
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2.0
Literature

2.0

Literature.
When considering the full comple ity of a cultural landscape and its
bicultural audience a ne approach is required isciplinary theories and
tools can be used to bridge the gap to reality and philosophical theories
can assist ith addressing the comple ity of combining culture history
narrative and technology ve
he discourse surrounding cultural
landscapes and narrative can be advanced through an e ploration of the
relationship bet een landscape and technology ig

Fig. 05 | The cultural landscape and technology

2.1
Cultural Landscapes.
he concept of cultural landscapes may vary across di erent disciplines
harles A irnbaum
has defined cultural landscapes as a
geographical area that includes resources of both cultural and natural
ith organisms or ildlife that resides ithin hich can be associated
ith historic events activities or a person or e hibiting other cultural or
aesthetic values his refers to a richness of comple ity that landscape
retains ith many associative layers of meaning and history obertson
and ichards
suggest that landscape is the product of human
values meanings and symbols arguing that culture is the most important
factor in terms of deriving meaning in landscape ulture implies a shared
set of characteristics histories or traditions Merriam Webster
or instance traditions based around the cultivation inhabitation and
relations can determine specific values uman interaction ith the
land gives a richness to the history of the landscape and represents the
process out of hich they have emerged obertson
ichards
p
his highlights the importance of human interaction and relationship
ith the landscape based o a deeper understanding of ho the land and
its processes have occurred over time

symbolising the direct relationship that child has ith the land of their
birth he responsibility and relationship ith the land are established
from the very beginning of life reinforcing the strength of that
connection
he richness and depth of understanding is hat connects M ori ith
landscape and therefore contributes to ards giving identity Murton
discusses the importance of identity in the role of body self and
place here landscape is ey to this he M ori term whakapapa has
a direct meaning as to place layer upon layer hich is in regards to
identity of something or someone created by many layers or elements
of self and the orld heir identity is in the landscape here they live
and in the interactions of the orld hether they are physical spiritual
or emotional o no a roc is to no its respective genealogy
Murton
p
he many layers of the landscape demonstrate
the connection of M ori and the land as they host stories of no ledge
learning tradition and family ancestors hich relate bac to the
landscape using human values meanings and symbols o no the
landscape is to no its cultural value and history o thrive ell comes
from and is generated by the natural resources that land provides
hrough these constructs a definition of cultural landscapes for this study
can be articulated as the interrelationship bet een human society and
the natural environment recognising the intangible values that M ori
place on landscape Marques et al

he cultural landscape is a series of human interactions and perceptions
n the conte t of e ealand land is significant to M ori and is based
on a reliance in terms of resource sustenance transport prestige and
hospitality Marques et al
here is a deep relationship in regards
to hat can be ta en from the land and given bac to the land and
the sense of aitia itanga guardianship that comes along ith that
o ever unli e Western culture here the stories are captured in boo s
paintings or scientific displays and artefacts for M ori the cultural stories
hich ma e sense of the landscape are passed orally and as such are
inaccessible to anyone other than the hanau family
As suggested by Men ies et al
landscape is more than the
aesthetics and beauty of a vista and is more related to people and
their perceptions and connections he M ori ord henua highlights
this being defined as both land and placenta his relates to a M ori
tradition here the placenta of a ne born child is buried in the ground
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2.2
Narrative.
arratives bring to life the essence of an e perience that is associated to
a specific place As M ori culture has a strong relationship to land and
embedded in that a strong notion of identity and spirituality e periences
of place can contain tangible and intangible values that are conveyed to
people both M ori and non M ori he passing on of the rich e perience
of place and the associated cultural no ledge and tradition is done
orally and it is o en shared in stories and narratives his process of
storytelling creates a richness in the format of ho the information is
shared and is made personal as members of whanau family are the ones
to communicate it he process of the telling of these stories traditionally
involved a long many stranded chain of both spea ers and receivers
operating in a time and space Metge
providing a conte t and
an interpretation of hat is seen heard and felt in certain places rving
o man
or e ample the legend of the demigod M ui in the
creation story of Aotearoa e ealand e a A M ui physical elements
such as the ararua anges Wairarapa Moana La e Wairarapa and
ape alliser are all related to physical features of the landscape he
orth sland is defined as a great fish pulled from the sea ith the ranges
relating to the spine of the fish the la e representing the fresh ater eye
of the fish and ape alliser as the nose of the fish

significance and history are very much a part of the landscape M ori
narratives are o en strongly visual and in many cases re ect directly on
physical elements of the landscape
arratives are fundamental to culture hether they are visually
illustrated spo en or sung otteiger and urinton
discuss the
importance of narratives ithin and through landscapes as a ay in
hich people shape and ma e sense of their lived e perience tories
and events lin to personal e periences of time place memory and
other intangible and tangible aspects of a landscape n addition stories
give places identity as they go beyond the visual cues and symbols and
can embrace our senses through te ture light and sound We live in a
orld of stories otteiger
urinton
p
he places e occupy
are the bac ground for these stories Whether it is urban or rural our
environments hold the stories e e perience and retell Landscapes are
not necessarily no n to tell stories otteiger
urinton
but
they are the vessels of the stories e live out and tell each other he
visual structure of the stories facilitates the retelling and sharing allo ing
for an engaging medium that has potential in the realm of landscape
architecture his method of narrative or storytelling is used in landscape
architecture to create landscapes or meaning and purpose At times
revealing the past layers of history that relate to a certain site or forming
a ne narrative

imilarly rin hui sen
suggests narratives can provide orientation
in time and space hile adding identity of individual and place and
simul neously producing a design ith aspects of imagination and
perception hich results in a more attractive and understandable
landscape his allo s for stories to be remembered and as one
progresses through a ourney from one point to another While landscape
architecture is something that can be designed in a ay that ma es
people not even realise they are in a designed space using techniques
such as narrative allo s people to engage ith the spaces they occupy
his is highly relevant to the e ealand conte t here the cultural
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2.3
Technology and Landscape.
n Martin eidegger s essay he uestion oncerning echnology
he questions the relationship of human e istence ith the essence of
technology eidegger
points out that technological ob ects are
means for ends and are built and operated by human beings but the
essence of technology is something else entirely t depends on our
manipulation of technology in the proper manner as a means e e plains
ho technology should be interpreted as a ay of bringing forth or a
ay of revealing ringing forth becomes a method of bringing hat
is concealed into unconcealment therefore revealing his means that
everything e perceive or thin of or interact ith emerges out of
concealment into unconcealment
p in eidegger s ords
Landscape already has many layers most that are not al ays visible li e
for e ample the narratives and history of that landscape echnology
adds a further layer to the physical orld around us and also provides a
ay to engage ith some of those unseen elements
echnology embodies a specific ay of revealing the orld a revealing
in hich humans ta e po er over reality According to eidegger
the truth in the relationship bet een technology and being can be
revealed through the use and manipulation of technological intervention
echnology can become a manifestation of the understanding of being
if it is reliable but not a tool of enslavement n landscape architecture
technology has a primary function as representational tool and data
collection method he discourse of technology in the landscape
literature is largely related to the use of digital prototyping and
design technologies rather than communication As the capabilities of
technology advance the possibilities in relation to landscape and other
disciplines increase also
he virtual and augmented realities in particular are becoming assets
in ays to represent pro ects and allo greater engagement ith the
design process and the results he term augmented reality is o en
interchanged ith virtual reality ho ever there is a clear distinction
bet een the t o technologies Unli e the immersive environments

of virtual reality that are designed to replace the real orld ith a
simulated environment augmented reality supplements the e isting
reality ith data that coe ists ith the real orld A uma
While A technologies have been available for rather some time only
recently these technologies have gained momentum due to commercial
applications and easy interfaces here content can be easily populated
by a layperson and there is no requirement for programming s ills ue
to the user friendliness of A its applicability has e tended to many
disciplines in the built environment such as landscape architecture as a
teaching and learning tool quire
quire and lopfer
n Walliss and ahmann s boo Landscape Architecture and igital
echnologies
the authors discuss the opportunities and
constraints of digital technologies and landscape architecture enefits
such as the increased ability of collaboration and ider circles of
no ledge data to or ith advanced modelling so are to visualise
designs are approached o ever the po er of digital prototyping lies
in its possibility to connect the virtual ith the physical space Walliss
ahmann
p
he capacity to layer the physical orld ith
cultural values and artefacts that augment rather than replace is critical to
this research as it allo s the coe istence of culture and layered meanings
of place or e ample Moore
uses a merging of technology and
history allo ing for an enhanced adaptation of an e isting historic tour in
the ivic ights eritage entre in ndiana onnecting the physical orld
ith the digital introduces a ne interface of e perience that is constantly
developing and captivating di erent age groups
ollo ing from the philosophical and theoretical approaches above it
becomes paramount that one of the ma or issues of technology includes
the dependence the younger generations have on technology t is a
part of their education their entertainment and in the communication
of their relationships Amongst the disadvantages there are many
benefits to the engaging nature of technology he recent use of A has
provided a greater engagement ith the cultural history hich in turn

has bridged the gap bet een the younger generations and the education
of their history as an “enhanced version of reality is created by the use
of technology Moore
p
echnology has the ability to bring
people together across great distances and allo connections that ould
never been possible one hundred years ago While there is the issue of
dra ing people a ay from face to face interaction technology does have
this ability to be used to encourage social interaction rather than remove
it or these reasons in order to utilise technology in the study of cultural
landscapes A becomes a preferred technology to or as an instrument
to overlay digital information on an e isting environment

Fig. 06 |

odern technology and landscape
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3.0
Case Studies.

CASE STUDY SELECTION
Introduction
he opportunity that is presented in the merging of technology and
cultural narrative has limited e ploration ithin the field of landscape
architecture o ever a fe distinct pro ects have been identified to
discover hat has been done ithin this realm of technology narrative
and landscape he follo ing case studies ere selected based on their
e ploration and integration of these topics
he investigation of these e amples as very important to gain an
understanding of the e isting approaches his allo ed the identification
of successful ideas that had potential to be used and developed through
the iteration process he pro ects that could be seen as less successful
ere also analysed to determine hat could be avoided or developed
further
Using a range of local and international pro ects provided and overvie
of di erent approaches he local e amples indicated ey elements
specific to e ealand and M ori culture
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3.1
Case Studies - Landscape Architecture

Cap de Creus
rti r nc
nd c
rc t ct

This content is unavailable.
Catalunya, Spain
2010

Please consult the print version for access.

Situated on the eastern tip of the Iberia Peninsula, Cap de Creus was once a private holiday
village constructed by Club Med in 1961. Through gaining the title of Natural Park in 1998, it was
classed as high priority and required further attention to protect the ecologically rich area. The
deconstruction process of the village occurred from 2008-2010 and sought to restore the natural
coastline back to its original state (Fig. 08).
Cap de Creus has a distinct respect and consciousness of the existing and historic context of the
site. What was once a private holiday village on the coast of Catalonia, was declared a Natural
Park in 1998. This meant the landscape was highly regarded in the transformation of the closed
urban centre into an environment which celebrates the natural beauty and historic context of
the site.
Left to right

Fig. 07 | Location map Catalunya
Fig. 08 | Cap de Creus
Fig. 09 | Before and after diagram
Fig. 10 | Key ideas

Before
he design phase as structured in five
ey actions to complete the restoration
of the natural environment
1. Removal of the invasive exotic flora
allowing the native species to thrive
and replenish the original ecology
of the site.
2. Deconstruction of the built
environment allowing the
landscape to once again become
the focus, reviving the endemic
coastal landscape.

A er

3. Deconstructed materials to be
recycled for re-use within the
landscape,

Minimalist
design

Walking route/
journey

4. Revive ecosystems within the site
area and reconnect the land with
the sea.
5. Implement new structural elements
of pathway networks and key
viewports from the deconstructed
materials. (Landezine, 2011).

he careful blending of urban materials ith the ra natural environment highlight the care
ta en in the implementation of this design As seen in ig
the path ay sits ithin the roc
formations seamlessly merging and communicating ith the e isting landscape conditions
Minimal amounts of materials and structures are implemented allo ing the landscape to be the
focus Another e ample of this is the use of a handrail in the place of a constructed path ay his
means the impact on the landscape is minimal and still the function is clear
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Restoration of
past original
landscape

Relationship
with natural
environment

3.2
Case Studies - Landscape Architecture

The Monument Site
of Jelling
r tin

n n

This content is unavailable.
Jelling, Denmark
2013

Please consult the print version for access.

The Monument site in Jelling Denmark is a site that has many layers of importance and is also a
UNESCO site (Fig. 14). Through time, there have been many changes and developments of the
site. The reuse and restoration of buildings and the landscape has lead to an identity of site that
is continuously being adapted and enhanced. This design seeks to highlight those specific events
through landscape architecture techniques.
There are two grass mounds on the site, one which has a burial oak chamber underneath and
one that does not. These are protected along with the two runic stones located in between
the grass mounds. This means the site is largely untouched apart from the monuments and
walkways. While there are many of these the design is restrained.

Clockwise from top left

Fig. 11 | Location map Jelling
Fig. 12 | Jelling Site from the sky
Fig. 13 | Jelling Site pathway

Grass
Mounds

Minimalist/geometric
design

Walkways
Walking route/
journey

Concrete
Surfaces
Re-representation
of past history

Structures

Emphasis on
different layers of
history

ombination of
layers

Reflective
engagement space
he geometry of the site mimics a large tone ship referring to the Vi ing history using shi s in
materiality to highlight features and direct the individual around the site ig
ath ays and
resting areas are defined by slabs of hite concrete through the ourney highlighting specific
features and areas of significance he limited material palette translates a simple design for a
comple site

e to right

Fig. 14 | elling ite layers
Fig. 15 | ey ideas
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3.3
Case Studies - Technology

A Portal Through
Time:
An Immersive Tour
Miriam Moore

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

Civil Rights Heritage Centre, Indiana, USA
2016

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

This project had the purpose of creating an enhanced, immersive, adaptation of the current
African American landmark tour in the Civil Rights Heritage Centre (Moore, 2016). Augmented
reality was proposed to achieve this further level of interaction with the history of the physical
spaces. The merging of technology and history connects the physical world with the digital and
introduces a new interface of experience that is constantly developing and captivating different
age groups. An app was designed to aid the navigation of the tour and provide a platform where
the interactions could be experienced. It also allow users to record their own experiences and
stories relating to civil rights in South Bend, building the collection of the community narratives.

Clockwise from top left

Fig. 16 | Location map Indiana
Fig. 17 | The immersive tour
Fig. 18 | Information AR

Walking route/
journey
This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

n

cti
nt

c

Audio features

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

21st century
r r nt tion o
tor

The Civil Rights Heritage Centre has a goal to be a living museum, encouraging dynamic exhibits
that reengage the public with the narratives. The existing tour involves a series of landmarks that
are discovered by following a map with each point relating to a specific event. Moore’s proposal
involves overlaying imagery, typography and triggered audio as digital elements to be discovered
and engaged with throughout the journey. The augmented reality component provides
additional information with a direct relationship to the physical environment (Fig. 19).

Left to right

Fig. 19 | Historic environment overlay
Fig. 20 | Key ideas
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AR app

3.4
Case Studies - Landscape Architecture + Technology

CELOSCAPE
Anton Malishev

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

Melbourne, Australia
2018

ELOSCAPE

This project looks at the merging of augmented
reality and landscape architecture in an urban
environment. The aim of this project was to
allow members of the public to engage with a
hidden world allowing play, exploration, discovery
and socialisation in the popular and potentially
underutilised spaces of the urban environment.
Geo-tracking was used to allow experiences in
specific spaces in the city.
The project used an app that used 3D tracking to
read environments to determine adequate surfaces
to then display the interactive game or information.
For example, the frames of windows or bus stops
were show as potential surfaces for engagement
(Fig. 22, Fig. 24).

Clockwise from top left

Fig. 21 | Location map Melbourne
Fig. 22 | Celoscape battleships
Fig. 23 | Celoscape street-scape
Fig. 24 | Celoscape hopscotch
Fig. 25 | Key ideas
Fig. 26 | Celoscape logo

Fig. 09 | Key ideas

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print
version for access.

AR app

This content is unavailable.

Social
engagement

Please consult the print version for access.

Engagement
with immediate
environment
The underutlised spaces within the city were targeted as areas of intervention. This allows
activity and engagement within spaces of neglect. Activating these areas within the city with
something exciting and interactive reveals a different relation with the built environments people
reside in daily. The awareness of people and their surroundings becomes altered revealing a new
perspective of a potentially ordinary space (Fig. 23).

o oc tion
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3.1
Case Studies - Landscape Architecture + Technology

tion o nt
our
or

ti

tu

r
This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

Auckland, New Zealand
2018

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print
version for access.

The partnership of M Theory (Virtual and Augmented Reality
Studio) and Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei produced a working mobile
app that allows an immersive walking tour around Auckland’s
Bastion Point. The app combines augmented reality, geotracking, 360 video, narrative audio, historical photos and
information on native birds and plants in the area allowing
visitors to actively experience and engage with the history of
the site, its people and their culture (M Theory Website, 2018).
The app uses geo-tracking technology to identify specific
areas and uses a marker the user can select to view the digital
content. Whether it is an overlay animation of the volcano
erupting or the audio of the spoken narrative, the smart phone
or device is used and displays the information with the current
environment as a background (Fig. 28). The impact on the
landscape is minimal, allowing a tourism experience that is
activated from the readily available smart phone or device.

Clockwise from top left

Fig. 27 | Location map Auckland
Fig. 28 | Rangitoto AR
Fig. 29 | Flora and fauna AR
Fig. 30 | Key ideas
Fig. 31 | Cultural site
Fig. 32 | Ahi Kā app logo

This content is unavailable.

Walking route/
journey

Please consult the print version for access.

AR app

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

The app, named Auckland Virtual Tours, was funded by Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei and works
with the existing landscape conditions to encourage a deeper engagement with the
culture and history (Fig. 31). The pairing of landscape architecture and technology allows
people to be more directly engaged with the history. The ability to stand on significant
piece of land and see the historic events occurring digitally as if the individual was really
there, allows the imagination to vividly engage (Fig. 29).
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Cultural
engagement

o oc tion

1.0
4.0
ntroduction.
Research Scope.

4.1
esearch uestion
How can the o al na ati e of otearoa

ew ealand s landscape be re

imagined and represented through the merging of exi tin lan o
a

ente

ealit to reveal the land s narratives key to

and

ori culture

4.2
ims

b ectives.

o merge the Western and ndigenous approaches of landscape analysis and
design
o discover ays of capturing recording and visualising illustrating the
hidden M ori oral narratives through the e isting landscape
o e plore the merging of augmented reality and oral narratives in relation to
landscape
o discuss ho virtual computer generated technology can be the catalyst to
encourage engagement ith the physical orld
o leverage on the current reliance on smart mobile devices and their ability
to communicate ith and through our physical orld
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1.0
5.0
ntroduction.
Site Context.

Fig. 33 | Te ka a

ui

5.1
Te Ika a Māui

au fin
Taranaki.

pine of the
great fish

he legend of e ealand s creation began ith M ui the demigod
going out to sea on a fishing trip ith his brothers he story goes that his
brothers did not ant him there so M ui crept into his brother s canoe
only revealing himself a er they had caught many fish and ere ell
out to sea M ui then cast out his fishhoo made from magical ancestral
a bone and begins to pull up a great fish ig
o this day the orth
sland is no n as e a a M ui or M ui s fish he form can be identified
ith the head in the outh and the tail in the orth he outh sland
is also no n as e Wa a a M ui or M ui s canoe ther identifiable
features include the spine of the fish and the fresh and salt ater eyes of
the fish ig
he ararua anges being the spine Wellington arbour
as the salt ater eye and Wairarapa Moana La e Wairarapa identified
as the fresh ater eye hese features are located in a cluster in the
Wairarapa egion

ail
Northland

Wellington
arbour
Wairarapa Moana

au fin
East coast

yes

Fig. 34 | abelled Te ka a

ui
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5.2
The Wairarapa
he Wairarapa region no n for its abundance of land ater
and soil fertility as ell as long occupation by M ori tribes such
as g ti ahungunu i Wairarapa proved a useful testing ground
for the development of this research t as selected for its
pro imity to Wellington the apital ity of Aotearoa e ealand
for the recent infrastructure developments such as motor ays
and rail ays as ell as the land use changes to accommodate a
monoculture agriculture and e tensive beef and sheep gra ing all
of hich served to degrade these natural resources and increase
ooding events he impact of development has radically modified
the physical environment changed la e boundaries and ater
levels altered the land uses and changed the vegetation all of
hich have impacted the oral narratives
As these narratives are tied to the physical features in the
landscape changes in that environment e ect ho those
narratives are represented and perceived he Wairarapa region is
an area here there have been changes to the landscape ris ing
the loss of some of the physically represented narratives o
identify these narratives and their relation to the landscape there
as engagement ith a member from the local M ori tribe g ti
ahungunu i Wairarapa

hrough the collection of these stories in this area Wairarapa
Moana as identified as ma or landscape feature that had many
stories related to or around this ater body his then became the
main focus area
Wairarapa Moana consists of La e Wairarapa and the surrounding
etlands and ater bodies and is the largest la e in the Wellington
egion and the third biggest in e ealand LAWA
he la e is located ithin the Wairarapa lains bet een the
emuta a anges to the West and the Aorangi anges to the ast
urrently the deepest point is
metres ith an area of
m
LAWA
ig
he landscape has been modified to allo a
more controlled environment draining many of the etlands and
reducing the ris s of ooding

Fig. 35 | ocation of the Wairarapa

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the print version for access.

Fig. 36 | Aerial of glistening Lake Wairarapa [edited]
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5.3
Wairarapa arratives.
arratives ere first loo ed at on a regional level ig
his allo ed
a holistic perspective of the stories across the landscape identifying ey
themes ideas and characters that set up the foundations of some of the
smaller scale narratives As these stories ere based on a larger scale
spanning across the region the characters tended to be about the gods
(Atua and larger figures responsible for the beginning of life ithin the
M ori legends
or e ample e a a M ui e ealand s creation s story here the
entire orth sland is represented as a fish he naming of the Wairarapa
and the emuta a ranges also features on this scale

1.

Kupe and the
Giant Wheke (octopus).

2.

ui s reat ish
Te ka ui a
ui .

3.

Naming of the Wairarapa.

4.

Naming of the Remutaka
Ranges.

5.

Rakaiuru and guardian
of the lake (taniwha).

6.

Rakaiuru and the eel
migration taniwha .

7.

aumoko
god of earth uakes

8.

Kupe’s Canoes
g Waka a upe

9.

The Sails of Kupe
g
o upe

7.

8.
9.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

N
Lower North
Island

6.

STORY SCALE
Atua
[god stories]
Demigod

Fig. 37 | Wairarapa arratives
Waka
[people of
Wairarapa]
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5.4
Wairarapa

oana arratives.

he ne t stage involved loo ing more specifically at the area of Wairarapa
Moana hese stories became more specific to particular areas and
sites his involved narratives related to local rivers vie points and
aterbodies ig
his closer scale also introduced more personal
stories that ere not as ell no n as some of the previous stories ere
Members and relations from the g ti ahungunu i Wairarapa i i began
to feature sho ing a progression through narrative scales from Atua (god
stories to Wa a iwi tribe stories
his process of narro ing do n the narratives allo ed the selection of
the sites here the design interventions could be implemented his set
up the design proposal frame or identifying nine sites located along a
ourney from orth to outh

1.

Ranginui and
apat nuku

2.

aumoko god of earthuakes and volcanoes.

3.

ui and the great fish

4.

Rakaiuru and guardian
of the lake (taniwha).

5.

Haunui-a-nanaia and the naming
of the Remutaka Ranges.

6.

ongomai Whakatika
god of comets.

7.

T ne
god of forests and birds

8.

Rakaiuru and the eel
migration taniwha .

2.

1.

3.
5.

a

an

o
aM

rap

4.

Rem
utak
a

Fore
st Pa

rk

ira
Wa

6.
Allsops
Bay

r
ive

R
nga

aha

7.

m
Rua

Ao

ra

ng
i

Fo
r

es
tP
ar

k

1.

8.

Lake

Ono

ke

N
Wairarapa
Moana
1000

Fig. 38 | Wairarapa
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oana arratives

5000

10000 m

6.0
Method.

6.0
pproach

ackground

o address the ider research question guiding the study can the oral
narratives of Aotearoa e ealand s landscape be re imagined and
represented through the merging of e isting landform and augmented
reality irot s
four trace process as applied in con unction
ith the ndigenous M ori process of p hiri or p hiri
e ealand as a bicultural nation both ndigenous and Western
perspectives are relevant herefore it as necessary to thin about
both of these perspectives in regards to the method he ndigenous
approach of p hiri is about communication and the strength of
relationship bet een living things in our orld his process can
be described as a eaving of energies representing the spiritual
connections tying M ori people to each other and ith the land
mith personal intervie une
irot s trace concepts is a method that allo s the establishment of
an individuals sense of a place he phases outline the investigation
design and recovery of a site hich is grounded on the e perience
of a site nvironmental and ecological elements are also considered
giving a holistic vie of the qualities of a site his approach grounds
the research ithin the realm of landscape architecture focusing on the
e periential nature of landscape and ho that translates into design
hese t o processes allo ed both a deeper understanding of the site
and its relevant processes in the ider environment as ell as the
interactions ith people and the landscape
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Pōhiri (Pōwhiri)

Wero

Waiata tautoko

aranga

Koha

arakia

ongi

Kai

Whai k rero

Fig. 39 | rocess of p hiri
he process of p hiri is idely no n as a elcoming ceremony t dra s on the spiritual connections
bet een di erent groups hen coming together here the hosts tangata whenua elcome the
visitors (manuhiri here are several outlined stages that vary slightly bet een tribes ig
or the
representative of g ti ahungunu i Wairarapa the follo ing stages ere identified wero challenge
karanga the call karakia prayer whai k rero spo en search waiata tautoko support song koha
gi hongi greeting and kai food he di erent stages indicate the progression from the initial
challenge and meeting to the removal of the tapu sacredness of the situation and closing of the
process

Christoph Girot’s Trace Concepts

Fig. 40 | irot s trace concepts
irot uses the term paysage to refer to both the visible and invisible aspects of landscape in relation
to people and the environment
his ac no ledges the importance of an individual s e perience
and the reactions and perceptions to ards that environment he four trace concepts include landing
grounding finding and founding ig
ach step in the process indicates a stage of e perience
as an individual gains a sense of a place of the no n and the un no n he process also allo s for
distinctive perspectives hen vie ing a site by accessing di erent lenses to dra n from our past
e periences hich directly aligns ith the ndigenous perspective of p hiri
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ombined
Wero

P HIRI (pōwhiri)

[ Challenge ]

Karanga
[ The Call ]

Karakia

1.

Houhanga
Rongo
[ establishment of
peace ]

2.

[ Prayer ]

Whai
ōrero

Tuku

[ Spoken Search ]

offering

Waiata
Tautoko

3.

[ Support Song ]

Koha

ethods.

Mahi Tahi
collaboration

i

4.
Hongi
[ Sharing of Breath ]

a a

e ene

[ coming together ]
Kai
[ Food ]
here are many stages of p hiri hich vary slightly depending on the iwi tribe he stages outlined in ig
ere outlined by the representative of the
g ti ahungunu i Wairarapa i i hough these vary slightly ith each i i there are ey themes throughout the process herefore these stages ere
grouped into four categories to understand the themes behind each stage simplifying the approach hese ere houhanga rongo establishment of peace
tu u o ering mahi tahi collaboration and ha ar memene coming together n con unction ith irot s four trace process these t o processes ere
used to inform design decisions that ere deeply articulated ith the landscape and M ori traditional practices ig

GIROT’S TRACE CONCEPTS
1.

Landing

2.

Grounding

3.

Finding

4.

Founding

Fig. 41 | ombined method diagram
he merging of the t o processes also grounded the research ithin the realm of landscape architecture hile bringing a strong M ori perspective through
traditional practices and themes of p hiri hrough these t o processes design testing and decisions ere made for di erent sites along the shore of
Wairarapa Moana La e Wairarapa and A as then paired ith these designs as a ay to allo an engagement ith a di erent perspective of the local
oral narratives of the landscape
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6.1
ouhanga ongo

xpan e

e etation

anding.

a ee

e

6.1
ouhanga ongo

anding.

he initial stage of houhanga rongo and landing as deemed the
most important as the user gains the first impressions of the site and
establishes a hunch for the site proved to be a close and personal
encounter for the designer his beginning stage as about initial
impressions and seeing the e isting landscape as it currently is and
e cepting the unique conditions
ongo rongo translates from e eo M ori as the establishment of
peace his initial stage of the p hiri is here both groups come
together and they meet in peace pace is created for discussions to
begin and sets the tone of respect and acceptance throughout the
ceremony Within this tone of respect ancestors are ac no ledged
establishing and recognising the identities of both groups he
first stage of irot s race concepts is the act of arrival that leads
to e periencing the e isting landscape t is a feeling rather than a
thin ing establishing the nature aura of a space hese t o approaches
communicating the importance of the first e perience of a site
n order to identify the sense of the site the site as visited both
individually as ell as ith local tribe members to develop a sense of
the nature or mauri spirit of the site and dra ings mappings and
s etches ere used to understand and develop the narratives at play
ig

Visible fault-line.

inimal vegetation with
pasture farmland.

d

n

r
te
es
W

The dominating presence of the ranges
creating a barrier that draws a ention
the Wairarapa valley and across the lake.

oa
eR
ak

L

Wetland edge condition.

Wairarapa Moana
(Lake Wairarapa)

View out to lake
through vegetation.
The flatness of the Wairarapa allows views
across the lake but the lake is somewhat
hidden.

Flows in
to lake

Raised areas enhance these views.

Wairongomai
River

Ruamahanga
River

Covered road
vegetation

View out to the Lake

Raised road

Wairarapa Valley
Covered
road.
Steep ranges that give
way to the wetlands on
the lake edge.

Expanse

Lake Onoke

Steep ranges that give way
to the wetlands on the lake
edge.

Fig. 42 | irst impressions and conditions map
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Aorangi Ranges to
the East

Expanse.
SITE PHOTOS

xpansive landscape heightened by the large lake and minimal vegetation.

Horizontal nature of the Wairarapa landscape exaggerated by the Tararua Ranges against the large lake.

limpses of ranges throughout region due to flatness .

Views out across lake from the higher points on ranges.

rom top to base

Fig. 43 | xpanse of the Wairarapa
Fig. 44 | ori ontal landscape
Fig. 45 | Wairarapa views series
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eflecting of sunlight o the lake, views created via
the flatness of the landscape.

SITE SKETCHES

In the valley of the Wairarapa the ranges to the east
and west enhance the connection the sky.

Layers that heighten the horizontality and expanse of the landscape.

View out across the lake with emphasized horizontal layers.
rom top to base

Fig. 46 | Wairarapa valley sketch
Fig. 47 | ketch of layers
Fig. 48 | iew across ake Wairarapa
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Raised walkway enhancing feeling of
expanse by li ing the individuals line of
sight.

radually decreasing heights of vegetation
drawing eyeline downwards.

ubtle shi s and transitions in
topography and vegetation.

Fig. 49 | ite sketch sections
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A

A

N
1:30000

A - A’

The lake sits between the two ranges to the ast and West making everything flow towards it. The large scale of the lake draws the eye however as the landscape is so flat
the lake cannot o en be seen.

Fig. 50 |

ap of flows
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egetation.
SITE PHOTOS

andscape consists of small clusters of vegetation and
shelter belts on the farmland exposed conditions.

Large areas of grassland/pasture for livestock.

SITE SKETCHES

egetation barrier between walking cycle route and road

lockwise from top le

Fig. 52 | egetation clusters
Fig. 53 | rassland
Fig. 54 | Wetland swamp
Fig. 55 | egetation site sketches
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Wetland/swamp land around the lake with cabbage
trees and dead willow trees.

VEGETATION TYPES.

irection out towards the lake and sea.

Enclosure created by top heavy trees.

Showing diversity in species across the Wairarapa valley from grasses and cabbage trees to dense bush to wetland grasses towards the water
bodies.
rom top to base

Fig. 56 | egetation type sketches
Fig. 57 | iversity of species
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ake dge ondition.
SITE PHOTOS

ough and overgrown lake edge, hard to determine definite edge.

Grass edge with small sandy bank, established public site, access improved.

and gravel beach area, defined lake edge. radual decline of topography into water.

iver flowing into Wairarapa
with sandy beach edging.

oana small areas

arakeke flax common in wet areas.

lockwise from top le

Fig. 58 | ough edge
Fig. 59 | anaged edge
Fig. 60 | ravel edge

Fig. 61 | arex grass edge
Fig. 62 | arakeke
Fig. 63 | iver edge
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Carex grasses on the edge of the lake are common minimising access.

ake edge condition sections access

Grass on the edge of the lake.

ake edge condition sections access

rom top to base

Fig. 64 | ake edge condition sketches
Fig. 65 | rass edge
Fig. 66 | dge condition sketches
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HOUHANGA RONGO - LANDING
Synthesis and reflection
his first stage as crucial to the understanding of the e isting site and
its conditions he representation used for documenting any findings
as mainly through s etching and photography ith some mapping also
involved hese processes allo ed a honest communication of hat as
found and also hat as identified as the more important features or
aspects his preliminary stage allo ed a solid bac ground for the ne t
stage here further analysis occurred
he challenges of this stage ere minimal as it as a true representation
of the first impression of the site e perience he method of s etching
made the process simple but also allo ed a roughness that as accurate
of this first process
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4.2
arratives.

2.

1. + 9.

anginui and apat

nuku.

When the world emerged, there were two shells. The
top became anginui, the sky father, and the bo om
apat nuku, the earth mother. They held each other
in a tight embrace and their many children began
to complain at the lack of space and light they had
between their parents.
They begged their parents to pull apart, but they
would not move. o one day, one of their children,
T ne, god of the forests and birds, placed his
shoulders against his mother s belly and pushed his
feet against angi. This separated their parents giving
their sons more light and space.
anginui and apat nuku continue to grieve the
separation of each other to this day. nd when it
rains, it is said to be the tears of angi, falling towards
apa to show his love for her. The mists that rise
from the forest, represent apat nuku s sighs as she
yearns for angi.

aumoko.

t the separation of angi and apa their sons
re oiced in the extra space provided. owever, so that
their parents would not see the sadness in each others
eyes, apat nuku was turned towards the ground.
t this time, one of their unborn sons was in papas
womb. This child named aumoko was then carried
into the underworld.
The twisting and turning of the earth is aumokos
a empt to escape his mothers womb. This causing
the earths rumblings and movements.

rom le to right

Fig. 68 | anginui and apat nuku
Fig. 69 | aumoko
Fig. 70 | akaiuru the uardian
Fig. 71 | aui s reat ish

4. 3.
N
1:200000

2.

Fig. 67 | ey location map
1.
9.

3.

4.

akaiuru guardian of the lake.

Te ka a

ne of the times Te auparahara was crossing the
Wairarapa lains on the ourney home, the slaves
were made to pick up the waka and carry it across the
land gap from the uamahanga iver flowing out of
the lake to the part of the river flowing into the lake.
This avoided paddling through Wairarapa oana,
therefore avoiding the Taniwha named akai ru.
akai ru would take the form of totara logs that
would make the crossing through the lake dangerous.
Today, the route of the river follows this path meaning
the uamahanga iver does not cut through the lake.

ui.

ew ealand s creation begins with the story of the
demigod āui. e goes out on a fishing trip with
his brothers and hid in the boat as his brothers did
not want him there. e revealed himself once they
were well out to sea to cast out his own fishhook
made from a magical ancestral awbone. e catches
a great fish which take the form of the orth island,
known as Te ka a
ui or
ui s fish. ther physical
features of the fish can be recognised in ew
ealand s landscape. The main form can be identified
with the head in the outh and the tail in the orth.
The outh island in also known as Te Waka a
ui
or
ui s canoe. There is a cluster of identifiable
features within the Wairarapa egion. or example,
the Tararua ranges located through the middle of the
orth sland can be identified as the spine of the fish,
and Wellington arbour and Wairarapa oana ake
Wairarapa as the eyes. The salt water eye identified
as the harbour and the lake as the fresh water eye of
the fish.
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5.

6.

aming of the emutaka anges.

aunui a nanaia was the son of opoto and
anaia, an ancestor of the aparangi people of the
Whanganui region. aunui s wife Wairaka ran away
with a slave and aunui was following her to exact
his revenge. e followed her down the West coast
then returned via the ast coast, naming many of the
landmark features he came across.

ongomai Whakatika.

s aunui a nanaia was travelling across the lower
orth sland he was being guided by ongomai
Whakatika the god of comets. t one point of this
ourney aunui walks up into the hills while ongomai
Whakatika takes a drink at the river. This river was
therefore named Wairongomai meaning the water of
ongomai.

n this ourney home he climbed up a mountain range
resting once he made it to the top. t the top he sat
down to rest thinking about his ourney, therefore
naming the mountain emutaka meaning to sit
down.
rom le to right

Fig. 73 | emutaka anges
Fig. 74 | ongomai Whakatika
Fig. 75 | T ne
Fig. 76 | akaiuru and the el igration

6.

5.
N
1:200000

7.

Fig. 72 | ey location map

8.

7.

8.

T ne god of forests and birds.

akaiuru and the migration of
the eels.

T ne is the son of anginui and apat nuku and is
known as god of the forests and birds. T ne is known
for his strength and leadership as the protector of the
trees of the forests and the animals that live in them.

Throughout time, the mouth of Wairarapa oana
also known as ake Wairarapa has been closed at
the end of ebruary to the start of arch. egend
records that akai ru the taniwha and caretaker of
the lake, is responsible for this seasonal closing.
akai ru makes his ourney out to sea and the mouth
of the lake closes a er him. er the lake has been
closed for about a week, the eels begin to migrate
downstream. When the eels run begins they come
down in their thousands and when they reach the
sandbar at the entrance of the lake, they fan out on
both sides. They are then forced to swim into the
hinaki eel traps .
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6.2
Tuku

a ati e

rounding.

ail

e nolo

Tuku

rounding.

his second stage follo s the initial discoveries of houhanga rongo
and landing unveiling the visible and invisible layers of the site
u u ta es on the meaning in this conte t as the presentation of
something in particular the presentation of information his implies
the land presenting the information and the researcher ta ing part in
this discovery through investigation A deeper understanding of the
biophysical template as developed through e amining the specifics
of soil climate ater ecologies and history he layering up of this
information allo ed the uniqueness of the site to be recognised ig
n contrast to houhanga rongo and landing tu u and grounding are
constant and continually discoverable he grounding stage included
several visits to site each time documenting ne findings to ere
layered upon the e isting information found in the landing stage
urther mapping of the stories that ere related to specifics parts of the
landscape allo ed for the identification of important ey areas ine
sites ere identified chosen for their ability to convey the narratives
and the accessibility of the site ig
As a frame or the route as proposed from the top of the la e do n
to the outhern base of the Wairarapa Moana La e Wairarapa his
as identified as a cycle or driven route ith multiple stop points along
the edge of the la e here particular stories or narratives ere evident
his meant certain narratives ere physically visible in the landform
and others had specific historic or cultural significance he selection of
each site as based on these narratives and hich ones ere the most
significant in this particular landscape
ine sites ere selected here the unifying criteria for the sites as
the interconnectedness of narratives and their association ith the
place ight di erent stories ere e plored mainly one per site ith the
e ception of the first and last sites hich shared the same narrative
Landscape architecture design interventions for each of these sites ere
iterated ta ing into consideration both the physical attributes of the site
and the technology related interactions

fa
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SITE SELECTION

ault line.
ake edge.
xtended view of
lake.
ake

stablished public
area.
ake edge.

Wairongomai river.
uamahanga iver

ltered path of
uamahanga river.

ense vegetation.

e

eeting of earth
and sky.
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u
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outh of the ocean.

Fig. 77 | ite selection

ites selected within areas where particular narratives are evident, either physically represented or had other
specific historic or cultural significance. The selection of each site was based on these narratives and which ones
were the most significant in this particular landscape.
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ACCESS

6.2.1
acro scale.
Along ith the selection of sites the ider region as
analysed he ey elements ere identified as access
ater and vegetation ecologies his gave a great sense of
the Wairarapa region and the o s and focal points

Ranges

NZ Tracks

Water bodies

Roads

a

e

oa

d

Railway

nL

As previously stated Wairarapa Moana has a history of
annually ooding he historic edge of the la e e tended
far past the current edges of the la e ig
he many
etlands surrounding the la e ere seen as impediment
to agriculture therefore the ater as controlled altering
the o of the uamahanga iver through the la e
resulting in the loss of many etland environments oday
these etlands are recognised for their ecological value
and a number of restoration pro ects are being conducted
to revive the rich ecologies of the la e edge he health
of these etlands aids the e ects of chemical runo from
the industrial and agricultural activities of the Wairarapa

N
1:750000

W
es
te
r

Access as very important identifying here people
ere currently moving and e isting here are t o main
access routes running parallel to the la e Western La e
oad to the West and ahutara oad to the ast here is
also the emuta a ycle rail hich follo s Western La e
oad then goes up into the emuta a anges ig
his area is remote ho ever there are very fe points of
direct access to the edge of the la e Most of these edges
are privately o ned farmland ith a fe points here
public access is provided

d

a
tar
u
h

oa

a

he ranges to the ast and West of Wairarapa Moana
contain the ma ority of the native vegetation ig
ue to the development of agricultural farming and
human activity on the Wairarapa lains the ranges remain
as some of the last places of rich ecologies As mentioned
the etland ecologies are beginning to be restored
but there is also potential for further native planting
throughout the plains

Fig. 78 |

acro scale map access
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Water bodies

Rivers
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Shelter belts
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Streams

Exotic

Rivers

Water bodies

lo from the
ranges

Fig. 79 |

acro scale map water

Fig. 80 |

75

acro scale map vegetation

SITE PHOTOS

Fig. 81 | rounding site photo analysis

TUKU - GROUNDING
Synthesis and reflection
his stage as essentially a continuation of the initial stage hings
discovered in the first stage could then be loo ed into further through
site visits and more research oo s and online searches allo ed a depth
of no ledge that the first visit to site did not allo
his stage as also
crucial to identifying more clearly hich sites has the most potential and
ere strongly related to specific narratives
he challenge of this stage as narro ing do n and identifying the ey
stories and information from the large amount gathered he connection
bet een the narratives and the sites as carefully considered his
resulted in a series of sites and stories that e pressed the richness of the
landscape and the ent ined culture
his gathered information as then used to outline and define ey
design criteria and concepts that ould allo clear direction and
purpose in the design testing of each site
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6.2.2
esign riteria.
rom the discoveries made across these first t o stages and the
establishment of the frame or for the design proposal as a result
these four ey design principles ere outlined ig
his as to
give direction and clarity about the important values restrictions and
motivations moving into the design phases
his also provides a condensed summary that can be follo ed through
each stage of design highlighting the approach of the continued process
ach design criteria defined as created based on the findings of the first
t o stages he e isting conditions ere outlined as having their o n
specific character that as unique to the Wairarapa herefore using that
current condition and approaching the landscape ith a sense of respect
as very important his re ects the M ori value about mana respect
for the land (whenua his as then applied to the implementation
of a design and thin ing about the narratives and ho they ould be
represented or e pressed ue to the sacred nature of some of these
narratives the e pression of those narratives needed to be respec ul
and highlight the unique and cherished M ori stories or e ample hile
interpreting the narratives care needed to be ta en in the details of the
story to ensure an accuracy of representation of characters the language
used and specificity of places and names
he integration of technology ithin something traditional and culturally
significant as important herefore a focus on using simple and subtle
elements to fit seemlessly into the e isting landscape as applied

Fig. 82 | esign riteria

epresent narratives using M tauranga M ori principles to drive the design
decisions with a sense of mana respect for
ori culture and whenua the
land .

Use the rural character of the Wairarapa to ep e ent t e na ati e of the
land in a meaningful and powerful way.

Represent the

lt al na ati e through a
ente ealit in relation to
the exi tin on ition and the environment.

Use simple structures/sculptural elements to act as trigger points for mobile
devices to establish augmented reality elements and represent stories.
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6.3
ahi Tahi

xplo ation

ei n

inding.

e nolo

DESIGN DRIVERS

A er establishing these ey design principles design drivers ere derived
hese ere identified as the simple physical elements that ould be the
crucial going into the designing stages

Relevant story
+
Story theme

his outlined practical and physical elements that ould allo the proper
implementation of the design criteria and design proposal ig

NARRATIVE

he narrative and e isting site ere both outlined as very important
herefore the elements ithin each of these areas ere defined such as
the physical features that could be altered or e ample the topography
vegetation and other features such as location of roc s and structures

Topography
Views
Access
Character

he vie of the narrative as very important therefore di erent ays to
create and enhance vie s ere e plored hin ing about the direction an
individual may look or need to look led to these ideas of looking ‘out and
up and also do n and out ards his as about the individual being
encouraged to loo from one point to another ra ing the ga e from
do n on the ground to then focusing out to ards the la e for e ample

EXISTING
CONDITIONS

As the A component had the need for a at surface or ground plane
these ere required to be implemented ithin the design for this
technology to function

Framing

‘of’ and ‘through’
the landscape

Out
+
Up
Down
+
Out

KEY VIEWS

Structures +
Ground-planes

SURFACE
(AR capabilities)
Fig. 83 | esign drivers
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TYPOLOGIES
With these design drivers in mind ig
four typologies ere then defined to give specific guidelines in the e ploration stage of the design ach
typology had a varied focus relating to di erent design drivers ig
or e ample the surface component as very important for the A component to
function therefore di erent ays of creating this surface as e plored ach of the nine sites then had four di erent s etched iterations represented in
plan and perspective from the outlined typologies

Ground Line

la orm

Structure

egetation
Topography

Fig. 84 | Typologies

The ground line typology focus was about using a simple structure in the
landscape that either directs or highlights the narrative related to the
landscape.
llowed a light touch approach reflecting the
ori relationship
with landscapes.
rovides an element for the augmented reality trigger surface to
show the hidden narratives of the landscape

The platform typology looked at lifting the individual to allow an
enhancing of views in response to the flatness of the Wairarapa.
Taking into consideration the existing site condition expanse and
flatness and raising the individual to obtain be er views of the
Wairarapa.
tructural form can act as augmented reality component also

The structure typology had a focus relating to the augmented reality
component providing a surface for the augmented reality to function.
ocus on the capabilities of augmented reality and how to create a
surface component through simple structures that do not intrude
on the landscape and represent elements or ideas if the story in
some way.

The vegetation and topography typology used the existing site conditions
and two of the main mediums of landscape architecture.
more natural approach to design
lso working with the existing conditions and ecology
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2.
1.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Fig. 85 | ey map site locations

N
1:120000

SITE ITERATION AND EXPLORATION
Introduction
As mentioned earlier the follo ing nine sites ere selected based on
the location of relevant narratives in the landscape ig
sho s the
location of the sites along the ourney from orth to outh of the la e
he follo ing stage involves the e ploration and iteration of these nine
sites testing ideas and providing initial design solutions
he process begins ith further analysis about the specific e perience
qualities of each of the sites his as follo ed by the typology
e plorations producing varying design ideas hich could then be altered
and developed
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6.4.1
ANALYSIS

SITE 01.

N

Lake Reserve

A

B

SCALE

1:2000

nalysis looking at the existing conditions
xpansive site with raised area enhancing views
Large grass areas

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE
Expansive feeling,
connecting with the sky

hi in topography directing ga e
up and out but also down

Rooted to ground, directs view outwards
rom top to base

Fig. 86 | ite
Fig. 87 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’
1:100

Carpark

Slight raised point looking out towards lake.

B - B’
1:100

Sligth dip in topography.

Fig. 88 | ite

existing sections
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TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

Groundline

These explorations were focused
largely on the directionality towards
the lake and providing a structure that
overlapped with the view across the
lake.

la orm

irecting line of site down across the ground
towards the view

All of the typologies resulted in ideas
that were carried forward except the
Platform typology. This was focused
more on the engagement with the edge
of the lake. The fluctuating water levels
were considered here too and further
development would be required.
However as this was not a major
component of this research the idea
was not continued.

Structure

The Ground Line and Structure
typologies were identified as having
potential to be combined due to the
similar linear nature.

egetation Topography

Encouraging looking up and out,
engagement with lake edge

The vegetation and topography idea
was highlighted as a key idea due to the
subtle approach and connection to the
story of connecting land and sky.

reating view where sky meets the earth

Fig. 89 | ite

iterations
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SELECTION AND COMBINATION

Structure for AUGMENTED REALITY

xperimenting with groundline typology and structure, encouraging
engagement with the lake and directing views towards the ground

Heightening topography allowing the view to be of
the earth meeting the sky.

urther testing with marker, too structural

etails of multiple structures interacting with lake.
Through the process of sketching realised structures may be too
obtrusive and unnecessary.

lockwise from le to right

Fig. 90 |
Fig. 91 |
Fig. 92 |
Fig. 93 |

ombined typology exploration
ketched development drawings
ntervention on site
tructure exploration

To solve the structural issue use native vegetation to allow the
surface and view framer

C

w
vie

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

rawing from the existing conditions and the story that is represented at this site, the design works with the subtles of the landscape
enhancing existing features and heightening the elements reflecting the cultural narrative.

Fig. 94 | ite

initial design plan
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INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C
1:100

VIEW
ketch render showing increased vegetation and change in topography

rom top to base

Fig. 95 | ite
Fig. 96 | ite

initial design section
initial design render

AR

Tree trunk used as trigger image for the overlay of the narrative.

Fig. 97 | ite
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overlay

6.4.2
ANALYSIS

SITE 02.

N

Wairarapa Fault-line

A

B

SCALE

1:2000

egetation creates barrier, focusing views to the north towards the fault line .
xposure varies heightening feeling of expanse.
inear site structure created from the long straight section of road.
uts through paddocks of farmland.

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE
xpansive feeling, connecting with the sky.
mall shi s in topography.

inimal vegetation still
allowing views.

egetation creating a barrier
directing ga e out in opposite direction.

rom the top

Fig. 98 | ite
Fig. 99 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’
1:100

B - B’
1:100
ery flat, views reaching out to the ranges and hints of the lake are revealed through the gaps in the trees

Fig. 100 | ite

existing sections
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Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

la orm

The simplicity of this site and the
location directly next to the road was
challenging. Structures were featured
to frame the particular view that
showed the story.

Structure

Again the platform typology was
identified as the least successful. The
form was too intrusive on the landscape
and the other typologies managed
to direct and frame views in a more
restrained way.

egetation Topography

igh contrast directionality towards the view

The topography was a key element for
this site mimicking the cracking and
shifting of earth along the fault-line.

eflecting the fault line, standing in the earth
seeing and feeling the edge

Fig. 101 | ite

iterations
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SELECTION AND COMBINATION
Surface for AUGMENTED REALITY

irectionality

rogression of exploration using subtle changes in levels and integrating vegetation

ombining ideas from di erent typologies, testing form, reflecting fault
line and using panels to direct views.

a

b

c
egetation to so en harsh edges of structure, leaving central element
exposed to allow the contrast

lockwise from le to right

Fig. 102 |
Fig. 103 |
Fig. 104 |
Fig. 105 |

ombined form testing
ketched development
ntervention on site
ombined form testing development

Removed large panels as they were deemed unnecessary to frame view
and highlight narrative, allowing the structure to reflect the fault line

C

view

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

The visible fault line reflects the god aumoko, the design seeks to create a space on the side of the route that creates a lookout
space to engage with the narrative. The corten steel panels have markers for the augmented reality element that overlay images
highlighting the fault line.

Fig. 106 | ite

initial design plan
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INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C - C’
1:100
Walking and cycle route set in the ground creating
separation of the trail from the road

VIEW

rom top to base

Fig. 107 | ite
Fig. 108 | ite

initial design section
initial design render

AR

a ern and texture of the corten steel allows
the trigger image for the .

Fig. 109 | ite
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overlay

6.4.3
ANALYSIS

SITE 03.

N

Wairarapa Moana
Wetlands

A
B

SCALE

1:2000

mall enclosed site o the side of the road.
ensely vegetated, with framed views out to lake.
mall areas of direct access to lake.

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE

ense vegetation, enclosure.

More expansive at edge of the lake
with partial barriers and framed views.

rom top to base

Fig. 110 | ite
Fig. 111 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’

1:100

B - B’

Road
Lake access

1:100

Road

ense vegetation, moments of enclosure and hinted views out to lake.

Fig. 112 | ite

existing sections
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la orm

Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

egetation Topography

Structure

The Ground Line and Structure
typologies looked at similar ways of
directing and framing views. With one
focused above the ground and the
other along and in the ground. These
ideas were taken into the next stage
and developed further.

To communicate with the existing
environment a more natural approach
was also considered. This lead into how
these different approaches could be
combined or work together.

Fig. 113 | ite

iterations
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SELECTION AND COMBINATION

xploration of shi s in vegetation and directing the individual from the road side to the lake edge.

xploration of forms to direct views and highlight features

Fig. 114 | ite

election and combination

w
vie

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Fig. 115 | ite

initial design plan
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Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL
C - C’

1:100

VIEW

rom top to base

Fig. 116 | ite
Fig. 117 | ite

initial design section
initial design render

AR

Wooden texture allows the engagement with the story.

Fig. 118 | ite
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overlay

6.4.4
ANALYSIS

SITE 04.

N

Wairarapa Moana
Wetlands

B
A

SCALE

1:2000

Well established public space with shelter and seating
arge grass area framed by vegetation with ranges shadowing site from the north

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE

ense vegetation on edges of site allowing a
sense of enclosure and creating shelter.

Expanse

ndividual planting on edge of the lake
directing ga e out to the lake, creating
separation between large grass area and lake.

rom top to base

Fig. 119 | ite
Fig. 120 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’

1:100

Western Lake Road

Shelter and picnic table

B - B’

1:100

Western Lake Road

Carparking provided

Fig. 121 | ite

existing sections
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Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

irecting line of site down across the earth
towards the lake

As this site was already an established
public area that the public frequently
use, only small changes occurred. The
large grass area being a feature that
provides for large groups of people and
the easy access to the lake also makes
this a popular lake side area.

la orm

The main ideas involved highlighting
the ground plane without reducing the
amount of space.

Structure

Using structure to draw people to the edge of
the lake and allow AR from the ground up

egetation Topography

Draw people to the edge of the lake,
encouraging them to look up and through the
thin structural elements

ntegration of structure and vegetation.

Fig. 122 | ite

iterations
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SELECTION AND COMBINATION

FORM EXPLORATION

xperimenting with di erent forms, ranging
in width and varying the interaction with the
ground

ntegrating structure with vegetation, so ens
harsh lines

PLAN EXPLORATION

Single line of structures

Double line framing
edges

nteraction with lake
edge

rom top to base

Fig. 123 | ite
Fig. 124 | ite
Fig. 125 | ite

sketch design overlay
form exploration
plan exploration

implifying and se ng logs in ground

view

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Fig. 126 | ite

initial design plan
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Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C - C’

1:100

VIEW

lockwise from top le

Fig. 127 | ite
Fig. 128 | ite
Fig. 129 | ite

initial design section
overlay
initial design render

AR

Wooden texture allows the AR engagement with the story along the groundplane.
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6.4.5
ANALYSIS

SITE 05.

N

Remutaka Ranges

A

B

SCALE

1:2000

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE

hi s in topography that leads up towards the ranges in the West, directing views to
lake.

light raise in road is amplified by the flatness of the landscape.

rom top to base

Fig. 130 | ite
Fig. 131 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’

1:100

B - B’

1:100

irectionality of sight out towards lake

Fig. 132 | ite

existing sections
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Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

la orm

irecting line of site down across the
landscape

eries of pla orms to raise the user up to
enhance views

The road side condition looked at how
to frame a very specific view. While
most points along this road seek to
highlight the lake and the Eastern
directionality, this site focuses towards
the West, highlighting the ranges.

Structure

Again the method of drawing the gaze
out across the landscape then up into
the ranges was used. Thin strips of
a particular material that contrasts
with the roughness of the grass were
proposed.

egetation Topography

Planting was also an idea that enhanced
and framed views. The combination of
these two elements were developed in
the next stage of design exploration.

sing native vegetation to frame views.

Fig. 133 | ite

iterations
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SELECTION AND COMBINATION

Narrow access widening for
view

Hidden alcove/viewing area - removed
from the road

Road

Using groundline to direct with hidden
viewing alcove

helter belt and viewing area with seating

rom top to base

Fig. 134 | ite
Fig. 135 | ite

plan exploration
sketch section

view

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Fig. 136 | ite

initial design plan
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Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C - C’

1:100

VIEW

lockwise from top le

Fig. 137 | ite
Fig. 138 | ite
Fig. 139 | ite

initial design section
overlay
initial design render

AR

Use of the texture on the tree trunk as the trigger image for the AR.
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6.4.6
ANALYSIS

SITE 06.

N

Wairongomai River
B
A

A

B

SCALE

1:2000

vegetation

road

contours

river

egetation creates enclosure, forming a peaceful feeling reflecting the nature of the
narrative relevant to the site.

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE
rief relief in dense vegetation creating
expanse.

ense vegetation either side of the river
exaggerates the linear nature of the river
drawing the ga e to down.

rom top to base

Fig. 140 | ite
Fig. 141 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’
1:100

B - B’

1:100
Views obtained while travelling across the bridge looking out the lake to the East and up to the ranges in the West

Fig. 142 | ite

existing sections
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la orm

Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

Structure

Due to the gradual decrease in
elevation on this site, different
ways were explored to encourage a
connection with the river by being
closer to it, or enhance the elevation by
raising the user up.

This site located at the Wairongomai
River was a complex mix of natural
features, such as the river, ranges and
dense vegetation, alongside the large
infrastructural element of the bridge.
Therefore a mix of these elements was
looked into.

egetation Topography

In particular the approach and journey
into site was considered, thinking about
the revelation of the key elements of
the story as the story is focused around
a journey.

Fig. 143 | ite

iterations
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SELECTION AND COMBINATION

Markers in the landscape,
integrating with vegetation

sing vegetation to so en edges,
merging the structural and
organic

ltering vegetation to enhance view of river and
encouraging a secluded feeling with thick vegetation

Using the natural element of trees to
create frame and allow surface for AR
element

ookout pla orm with increased vegetation to
enhance enclosure vs exposure
views not altered greatly

aised lookout pla orm enhancing view of river
and lake in distance, vegetation height following
pla orm
disconnects from river

owering pla orm to increase engagement with
river, vegetation shielding road
is a structure necessary

Using topography to
heighten views and
vegetation to shield road

Fig. 144 | ite

selection and combination

view

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Fig. 145 | ite

initial design plan
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Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C - C’
1:100

VIEW

lockwise from top le

Fig. 146 | ite
Fig. 147 | ite
Fig. 148 | ite

initial design section
overlay
initial design render

AR

Use of the texture on the tree
trunk as the trigger image for the AR.
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6.4.7
ANALYSIS

SITE 07.

N

Western Lake Road
A

B

SCALE

1:2000

vegetation

road

contours

inear section of road with vegetation either side.
limpses of views out to the ast and West.

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE

ense vegetation either side of the road
creating sense of enclosure.

Some top heavy trees allow
partial views out to the ast
and West.

egetation creating barriers drawing the
ga e down the road.
rom top to base

Fig. 149 | ite
Fig. 150 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’
1:100

B - B’
1:100
Views obtained while travelling across the bridge looking out the lake to the East and up to the ranges in the West

Fig. 151 | ite

existing sections
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Structure

la orm

Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

egetation Topography

The key element of Tāne’s story is the
forest and birds. Therefore this site was
selected as there were already hints
at enhancing the feeling of being in a
forest.
While the main feature would be the
vegetation to create this experience,
using structures was explored to
identify if there were any opportunities.

Fig. 152 | ite

iterations
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SELECTION AND COMBINATION

egetation layout creating glimpses of the view while producing the
sense of enclosure beneath the trees.

complete enclosure

xisting further down Western ake oad, vegetation creating enclosure
and barriers

hinted views

egetation overhang onto road
enclosure, feeling of being in T ne s forest

framed views

Tunnel e ect

rom top to base

Fig. 153 | egetation structure glimpses
Fig. 154 | egetation structure enclosure
Fig. 155 | nitial design sketches

C

w
vie

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Fig. 156 | ite

initial design plan
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Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C - C’
1:100

nhanced vegetation enclosure

VIEW

lockwise from top le

Fig. 157 | ite
Fig. 158 | ite
Fig. 159 | ite

initial design section
overlay
initial design render

AR

verlay of narrative on the trees behind.
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6.4.8
ANALYSIS

SITE 08.

N

Pounui Lagoon

A

SCALE

1:2000

Expansive site with views out over Lake Onoke and Pounui Lagoon
Ridge-line between lake and lagoon
ite has a negative history Teddy ear fence to commemorate deaths of children occurred in area

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE

Raised ground
allowing and enhancing views

light shi s in topography grounding the individual
while creating feeling of expanse experience

rom top to base

Fig. 160 | ite
Fig. 161 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’

1:100
Road

B - B’
Walkway

1:100
Showing change in topography - ridge-line/stop bank

Fig. 162 | ite

existing sections
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Parking

Walkway

Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

Structure

la orm

Visual cue in ground to direct views towards
story visualisation

tructures that wind through existing
vegetation directing views and represent story

egetation Topography

The exposed and rough conditions of
this site gave a specific experience that
allows views and highlights the richness
of the ecologies of Wairarapa Moana.

sing vegetation to direct and frame views
either side of the ridge line

Fig. 163 | ite

iterations
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As this site sits between a wetland and
the end of the lake, the vegetation
varies from larger trees along the edge
of the lake to the swampy grasses
and sedges. Structures were used to
move throughout and react to the
vegetation. Thin strips of a contrasting
material that become hidden in the
grasses highlighting a particular view or
direction without intruding greatly on
the landscape.

SELECTION AND COMBINATION

STRUCTURE: Eel drying
rack - related to story

ombining form and vegetation

sing vegetation to enhance views
from enclosed to exposed

implifying frame using vegetation as markers cabbage trees and
similarly to site using enclosure and exposure to enhance views

eflecting eels shape
organic form

irect reflection of story with
the migration of the eels

orms to reflect story elements through
the landscape
linear orthogonal

i ng within the landscape, the grasses allowing movement around
structures and hinting at forms

rom top to base

Fig. 164 | el drying rack form exploration
Fig. 165 | orms in the landscape

C

vie
w

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

This design seeks to mimic the journey the eels take to sea with structures that start in the ground at the entry point of the site, then
become raised structures through the grass. This leading views from down on the ground out across Lake Onoke where the path of
the eels is stopped by the taniwha.
These structures allow the surface for the augmented reality interaction.

Fig. 166 | ite

initial design plan
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INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C - C’

1:100

VIEW

lockwise from top le

Fig. 167 | ite
Fig. 168 | ite
Fig. 169 | ite

initial design section
overlay
initial design render

AR

Wood texture creates a trigger image for the AR.
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6.4.9
ANALYSIS

SITE 09.

N
A

Lake Onoke
B

SCALE

1:2000

Expansive site with views out over Lake Onoke and Pounui Lagoon.
Feeling of being in the centre of the Wairarapa with 360 degree views.
Rough access to the edge of the lake.

DIRECTIONALITY OF SITE

ubtle changes in topography and low growing vegetation creating enhanced
feelings of expanse.

Walking through tall grasses immerses the individual within the landscape.

rom top to base

Fig. 170 | ite
Fig. 171 | ite

analysis
directionality

A - A’

1:100

B - B’

1:100

ow growing vegetation exposing expansive views with gradual shi in topography leading to the lake edge.

Fig. 172 | ite

existing sections
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Groundline

TYPOLOGY EXPLORATION

la orm

Use of varying surface widths to direct the
user and views.

Structure

xploring how a mesh walkway could function
within the grass vegetation.

egetation Topography

Use of structures to frame views and direct
the user.

sing vegetation to direct and frame views
either side of the ridge line

Fig. 173 | ite

iterations
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The final site was located out on the
edge of Lake Onoke. This site provided
360 degree views. The feeling of
expanse was enhanced in this area
therefore structures were used again
to highlight specific elements and also
direct the individual towards the edge
of the lake.
The topography was used to create
areas that were raised up between
lower point of a path to enhance the
views and relate to the story connecting
the earth and sky.

SELECTION AND COMBINATION

xploring di erent types of walkway that sit
within the landscape.

Using larger structures to frame and direct - too
obtrusive?

esh walkways identified as the best
solution to move throughout the site with a
structure that responds to he site conditions.

VIEWPOINTS

Exploring with the changes in topography.

To solve the structural issue use native
vegetation to allow the
surface and
frame the view.

rom top to base

Fig. 174 | Walkway exploration
Fig. 175 | esh walkway
Fig. 176 | ketch exploration topography

vie
w

N
SCALE

1:1000
Road

Fig. 177 | ite

initial design plan
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Contours

Vegetation

Tree Points

INITIAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

C - C’

1:100

orms to reflect story elements through the landscape
linear orthogonal

lockwise from top le

Fig. 178 | ite
Fig. 179 | ite
Fig. 180 | ite

initial design section
overlay
initial design render

AR

a ern and texture of the mesh pla orm creates a trigger image for the
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.

MAHI TAHI - FINDING
Synthesis and reflection
ome of these typologies ere more successful than others he
resulting design iteration from the structure and pla orm typologies
became similar in their approach
t as discovered that the vegetation and topography typologies ere
a crucial iteration step and ere identified as the stronger of the
typologies his as because they tended to result in basic designs
using standard yet strong landscape features such as topography and
vegetation mall changes could be made to and ith these features and
still result in a po erful e perience
As previously established the close relationship of M ori ith the natural
landscape is arguably the most important his implies designing the
landscape ith a light touch thin ing about the interaction of structural
elements in the landscape hich do not interfere ith the landscapes
values or conditions o create a design that uses these features first
sho s identifies the importance of this medium allo ing a light touch
hich re ects the respect had for the e isting land
he pla orm typology as identified as the least successful he ideas
produced from this typology ere largely focused on a structural
element that interfered ith the landscape or resulted in elements
that did not sit ithin the landscape but obstructed it he second
stage follo ing these iterations of selection and combination allo ed a
development of these initial forms to then be more integrated ith the
e isting landscape and conditions
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6.4
Whakar memene

ei n

etail

ounding.

AR

DETAILED DESIGN

or the purposes of this pro ect three sites ere selected to be detailed
hese three sites ere selected for their ability to represent the
character of the collective nine sites
ites from the beginning middle and end of the ourney ere chosen
he first site represented the sites located directly on the la e edge
here there as relatively easy access to the ater ites and had
a similar character and therefore ould have a similar design approach
related to the one used for site one
ite
as chosen for its pro imity to the road ites
and to
an e tent
ere located along or near roads Again this meant the
approach to access and vie sha s ere similar for these sites ite
as chosen to detail due to the strength and uniqueness and it s ability
to see the narrative so clearly ithin the landscape
he final site detailed as site
his site had a particularly rich story
paired ith a po erful site e perience he narrative involves a ourney
across the la e therefore presented many opportunities to e press and
represent the story in the landscape
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SITE

01.
Developed Design.

NARRATIVE:
anginui and apat

nuku, the creation of the world.
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SITE 01
Key Ideas
his design see s to use the character and conditions of the e isting
environment to ma e subtle changes to enhance the relevant narrative
atural features such as vegetation and shi s in topography ere used
to do this
ative species to this area and region ere used ith the reintroduction
of some etland species that no longer gro in this area but did before
human intervention
he entrance of this site as tied to the narrative referencing the
beginning of time hen the orld as dar
ith tall trees planted
either side of the road ere used to create a dar ness that gradually
lessned to open up to the e panse of the site
he top heavey structure of ordyline australis abbage tree
as the surface for the A trigger image to mounted upon ig

as used

he shi in topography allo s individuals to see the connection of earth
and s y ig
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Fig. 181 | ite

ite lan

A

A

N

1:250

Mesh
walkway

Trees

Wetland

Cabbage
Trees

Contours

Design Principle:

Use the rural character of the Wairarapa to ep e ent t e na ati e of the land in a meaningful and
powerful way.

carpark

entrance

enclosure

expanse

exposure

Fig. 182 | ite

design diagram

Fig. 183 | ite

design sections

A - A’

1:100

B - B’

1:50
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PLANTING PLAN.
Fig. 184 | lanting lan

N

1:500

Contours

Mesh
Walkway

Road

Lake

PLANT LIST.

rasses

hrubs

Trees.

mall Trees.

round cover.

Fig. 185 | lant ist

rassula ruamahanga
oo i o

Austroderia toetoe
oetoe

mphibromus fluitans
oo i o

Poa cita

eptocarpus similis
ioi

horium tenax
aa e e

oprosma crassifolia

oprosma robusta
aa

armichaelia australis
einei

Typha orientalis
a p

orynocarpus laevigatus
Karaka

learia rani
e eta a

Kunzea ericoides
n a

seudopanax crassifolius
o oe a

arex virgata
ei

Weinmannia racemosa
a i

ordyline australis
a

Carex cirrhosa
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lanting strategy uses
all natives species and
reestablishes the wetlands
along the edge of the
lake. lusters of mosaic
planting have been used to
create a natural and varied
appearance.
The closer to the lake
the less dense and tall
the vegetation becomes
creating a gradual opening
up and transitioning.

Planting oom

N
1:50

Merging of plant species and textures, moving gradually from low
planting to taller trees. llowing a gradual shi in experience from
enclosure to exposure.

Fig. 186 | abbage Tree Trigger

AUGMENTED REALITY

AR
Rangi AR overlay
Ranginui appears against sky when triggered
by tree marker.

Fig. 187 | abbage Tree Trigger

Image of Papa appears towards the ground
when triggered by textured walkway.

AR
Papa AR overlay

a ern and texture of the mesh pla orm creates a trigger image for the
Fig. 188 |

.

esh ookout Trigger
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ente
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Fig. 189 | ntervention on ake dge

ente

ealit
ti e

SITE

02.
Developed Design.

NARRATIVE:
aumoko god of the earth uakes and volcanoes.

179

SITE 02
Key Ideas
ite is focused on the story of aumo o god of the earthqua es
and volcanoes he Wairarapa fault line can be seen clearly from this
site therefore this design highlights the fault line and creates a ourney
through ithin the earth to a loo out point here A is used enhance
and retell this story further
orten steel is used as the sides of the al ay mimic ing the rich
colour of the earth as it ages and providing a surface here the story
can be unfolded along the ourney
atterns engraved into the top of the corten provide the trigger image
that allo s the A fuction telling the story in increments
he al ay varies in depth allo ing the user to be at times completely
immersed in the earth to then reemerge at the loo out at the end ig
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Fig. 190 | ite

ite lan

A

A

N

1:250

Walkway

Trees

Grasses

Cabbage
Trees

Contours

Design Principle:

Represent the lt al na ati e through a
and the environment.

Fig. 191 | dea iagram ite

2.

ookout towards
fault line

A - A’
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ente

ealit in relation to the exi tin

on ition

1.

The narrative is illustrated and engraved on the corten steel along the ourney. The first stage tells the beginning of
mother and anginui sky father .
When anginui and apat

nuku were separated

aumoko remained unborn in the womb of apat

aumoko, with his mother the earth

nuku.

2.

The restless rolling and turning of the earth is said to be
oin his siblings above ground.

aumoko moving in the earth. This movement can be a ributed to the anger of not being able to

Fig. 192 | orten teel llustrations

1.

Fig. 193 | ite
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section

B - B’

1:60

1:10

Walkways in the earth allowing the ability to be immersed in the ground.
lockwise from top le

Fig. 194 | Walkway section
Fig. 195 | iew of intervention from road
Fig. 196 | orten steel trigger image
Fig. 197 | etail walkway section
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aumoko
overlay

AUGMENTED REALITY TRIGGER

AR

Video of Ruaumoko breaking the
ground appears when triggered,
with overlaid audio of narrative.
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Fig. 198 | inal ault line ookout

ente
ealit t i e

SITE

08.
Developed Design.

NARRATIVE:
akaiuru and the migration of the eels.
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SITE 03
Key Ideas
As the connected narrative involves migration of the eels this design
opens up vie s to see the eels ourney and enhance the engagement
ith the la e edge
he rounded al ays ind through the grasses similar to ho eels
move through ater ig
hese structures made form timber
and steel allo the grasses to gro through the gaps to allo a more
cohesive and subtle merging ith the e isting environment ig
Mar ings are engraved into the boards of the al ay to provide the
trigger image for the A component telling the story in increments
through the site ig
ndividuals can then direct their smart phone
or device at the ground to follo the path of the eels and hear the oral
narrative as they move to ards the final loo out points
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Fig. 199 | ite

ite lan

A

A

N

1:250

Boardwalk

Trees

Grasses

Wetland

Contours

Design Principle:

epresent the narratives using M ori principles to drive the design decisions with a sense of mana
respect for
ori culture and whenua the land .

Fig. 200 | nitial ketch iagram

nitial form development,
mimicking the form of the eel

A - A’

Fig. 201 | Walkway etail

1:150

C - C’

Fig. 202 | Walkway etail

1:40
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Fig. 203 | Walkway etail
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nat

B - B’
1:10
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in panel to
a e to o
o
eatin
e t an ition
een t t e an
al lan ape

Boardwalk
edging

Decking

Augmented Reality
markers in panels.

Bolts

Side panels

Rounded edges
mimicking the
form of the eel.

Main steel support

Fig. 204 | Walkway etail
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Fig. 205 | iew rom ookout

Video of eel movement appears
when triggered, with overlaid
audio of narrative.

AUGMENTED REALITY TRIGGER

Eel path AR
overlay

AR

Fig. 206 | oardwalk Trigger mage
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Fig. 207 | el Walkway
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ealit
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7.0
iscussion

onclusions

7.1
Discussion.

he ey aim of this research pro ect as to e plore ho landscape
architecture and technology can or together to encourage engagement
of the oral narratives of the landscape Using these t o media contributes
to a deeper understanding of M ori and the narratives that lin this rich
culture to the landscape he methodology as appropriate for this
research as it allo ed a sub ective interpretation of cultural values to
site discovery and development o ever further testing of the design
e periments and visualisation of oral narratives in the application ith a
ider sample of participants ould allo for specific data to be collected
and subsequent in depth analysis to the success of this particular pro ect
he integration of M ori values and processes allo ed a deeper level of
thin ing on the relationship bet een people and the landscape his also
in uenced the ay the design of the physical elements of that landscape
ere approached their relationship to the land and the underlying
cultural values and narratives that gave identity to place
his heightened attention to ards a specific site and the user emotions
of control over a site ith mobile A is both a change in a tude and
perception and illustrates ho A can motivate users to understand
in depth the hidden layers of a site imilarly the use of A enabled ne
tactical possibilities for connecting and interpreting cultural landscapes in
three ays
users have the temporal and personal control to hen and
ho the augmented simulations come into e istence
the augmented
simulation and its digital content is site specific and can only be accessed
on site by the user and
the interactive nature of the augmented
simulation as it allo s the users to create their o n representations of
the site
While the benefits out eigh the disadvantages A still presents
some limitations in terms of functionality he main issue includes
the requirement of a smart phone or device hich not everyone has
he other limitation reported is in the trigger or mar er image t as
noticed at times di cult to action the trigger image to unloc the digital
information for that specific site reating an A simulation for an outdoor
e perience is very di cult hen compared ith indoor simulations
due to the constant changing light conditions and inconsistent features
of the landscape herefore further testing is needed to develop a
marker-based system that can be designed and used through structural
landscape elements to hich digital information can be loaded on the
environment ne of the challenges of many A apps is the need for
a Wi i or mobile data connection through cellphone reception his
limitation as overcome in this e periment ith
eveal as an o ine

( The Weaver of the Stories )
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the stories collected ere sacred to the i i and ere generously
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stories his ould ensure the accurate e pression of such stories
and their relating values and themes
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or the potential implementation of this pro ect several factors
ere considered ig
sho s an e ample of possible signage
and branding of the route he name e airaranga o g
au
rail is translated as he Weaver of tories referring to the
coming together of the cultural narratives and the modern
technology his potential signage ould be located at the
beginning of the trail mapping out here the route follo s and
instructions about the app and ho to e perience the augmented
reality ill be provided he use of the repeated pattern is used
for recognition of the story location and to allo the augmented
reality interaction to happen ig

km

2.

Re
m

app that is purely based o reading the trigger image on site and
overlaying the digital information on the given trigger image As
future testing the use of geo location based A apps may allo
the digital elements to be presented ithout the need of a trigger
image An important consideration for future developments is for
the app to be more interactive through an activity or inter activity
at the location of the story or instance a er e perience the
augmented reality of that environment users could record their
re ection and for e ample upload to an online space or contribute
to the story location on the app
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Each site has a relevant narrative that allows a different
experience. Follow the steps to engage with the AUGMENTED
REALITY EXPERIENCE.
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Fig. 208 |

trigger pa ern
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Download...

Scan...

Fig. 209 | Trail signage
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3.

Experience!

n terms of methodology adopted there ere some limitations in
or ing ith irot s four trace approach he first stage of landing
as not fully adopted as the researcher had previous encounters
ith some of the sites While the stages of grounding and finding
ere about discovering and reaching a fuller understanding of
the site the founding stage as the first hich allo ed for the A
element to be added o ever given the diversity of the particular
test site and the rich oral narratives presented the intermediate
steps of grounding and finding ere very important to ensure
connection bet een the varied layers of information

Fig. 210 | epresentation of
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experience

7.2
onclusion.

Technology increasingly forces us to confront issues related to social
and cultural interaction t also allo s for mediating user e periences
and practices by creating e ible digital environments that tap on the
physicality of our landscapes While the study enabled the research
question to be ans ered to some e tent A is a gro ing field that
caters for interaction and engagement ithin the realm of technology
ithout completely removing the individual from the real orld and
the e isting environment n turn A can bridge the gap by heightening
the connection ith the surroundings changing the augmented
representation and meanings of a site and questioning the user s relation
in constructing the identity of a site imilarly A can also provide the
opportunity to foster ne social interactive technology applications
hich can encourage people to get out and interact ith each other he
popular mobile app o emon o is a great e ample of this using the
capabilities of augmented reality to use the e isting environment and
overlaying digital information in a ay that encourages social interaction
he ability to engage directly ith the e isting environment and tell
stories through this medium provides strong potential in the realm of
cultural landscapes While other media such as virtual reality completely
removes the individual from the surroundings they are in A is grounded
in the e isting conditions and environment and is fully immersed in the
current time and place he potential of this technology for reproduction
and reinterpretation of space is thereby realised through the layering of
history hile retaining the e isting landscape he results demonstrate
that the use of A as a means of revealing and understanding human
e istence ithin a cultural se ng is valuable for interpreting the narrative
of a site and ho a sounder methodology for design of physical and
augmented realities can evo e emotive qualities he research confirms
that A can layer digital information on an e isting and rich environment
to sho a historic narrative through technology and ultimately safeguard
ndigenous cultures that struggle to protect and disseminate their oral
traditions
en methodologies have a single approach that is follo ed hich can
be restricting and allo s some elements to be missed or forgotten n this
case irot s trace concepts deal ith the investigation and e periential

qualities of a site hereas the p hiri process allo s the inclusion
of M ori values and relationships to be intert ined he
combination of methods in this research allo ed an e ploration
and focused on the crucial aspects of cultural landscapes and
the design of them hrough the use of the process of p hiri the
cultural significance has been highlighted hile hirstoph irot s
trace concepts ept the research grounded ithin the realm of
landscape architecture he merging of these particular methods
has proved successful and encouraged a diversity in the ay
the process of landscape architecture design is approached and
implemented for the future of landscape architecture
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8.3
Appendices.

APX. A thics onsent orm

Whispering Tales
CONSENT TO INTERVIEW
This consent form will be held for 5 years.
Researcher:

Hannah Carson, Victoria University of Wellington.

•

I have read the Information Sheet and the project has been explained to me. My questions
have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I can ask further questions at
any time.

•

I agree to take part in an audio recorded interview.

I understand that:
•

I may withdraw from this study at any point before 01/05/2018 and any information that I
have provided will be returned to me or destroyed.

•

The identifiable information I have provided will be destroyed on 05/03/2024.

•

Any information I provide will be kept confidential to the researcher and the supervisor.

•

I understand that the results will be used for a Masters, academic publications and
presented to conferences.

•

•

I consent to information or opinions which I have given being attributed
to me/my organisation in any reports on this research and have the Yes
authority to agree to this on behalf of the organisation:

No

I would like a copy of the recording of my interview:

No

Signature of participant:

________________________________

Name of participant:

________________________________

Date:

______________

Contact details:

________________________________
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Yes

APX. B articipant nformation

Whispering Tales
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS FOR INTERVIEW
You are invited to take part in this research. Please read this information before deciding
whether or not to take part. If you decide to participate, thank you. If you decide not to
participate, thank you for considering this request.
Who am I?
My name is Hannah Carson and I am a Masters student in Landscape Architecture at Victoria
University of Wellington. This research project is work towards my thesis.
What is the aim of the project?
This thesis will explore the representation of oral Maori narratives through the pairing of
landscape architecture and augmented reality. Starting with the oral Maori narratives and their
related locations, they will determine the areas of intervention. These will then be the
positioning for simple structures in the landscape paired with an augmented reality component
that works with the landscape elements to show the narratives. These points will be created in a
series of points along a journey or walkway located around Wairarapa Moana (Lake Wairarapa).
The aims and objectives include:
•
narratives through the existing landscape.
•

To explore the merging of augmented reality and oral narratives in relation to landscape.

Therefore, my question is, 'How can the oral narratives of New Zealand’s landscape be reimagined and represented through the merging of existing landform and augmented reality to

This research has been approved by the Victoria University of Wellington Human Ethics
Committee. Approval number: 0000026003
How can you help?

You have been invited to participate because you are very knowledgeable in the field of oral
Maori culture and narratives. If you agree to take part, I will interview you at the School of
Architecture and I will ask you questions about the Maori oral narratives of the Wairarapa. The
interviews will take up to one hour. I will audio record the interview with your permission and
write it up later. You can choose to not answer any question or stop the interview at any time,
without giving a reason. You can withdraw from the study by contacting me at any time before
15/05/2018. If you withdraw, the information you provided will be destroyed or returned to you.
What will happen to the information you give?
You will not be named in the final report but your organisation will be named (provided you have
the authority to agree to this on behalf of the organisation).
Only my supervisor and I will read the notes or transcript of the interview. The interview
transcripts, summaries and any recordings will be kept securely and destroyed on 5/03/2024.
What will the project produce?
The information from my research will be used in my Masters Thesis.
If you accept this invitation, what are your rights as a research participant?
You do not have to accept this invitation if you don’t want to. If you do decide to participate, you
have the right to:
•
•
•
•
•

choose not to answer any question;
ask for the recorder to be turned off at any time during the interview;
withdraw from the study before 15/05/2018
ask any questions about the study at any time;
be able to read any reports of this research by emailing the researcher to request a copy.

If you have any questions or problems, who can you contact?
If you have any questions, either now or in the future, please feel free to contact me:
Name: Hannah Carson
University email address:
carsonhann1@myvuw.ac.nz

Human Ethics Committee information
If you have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Victoria
University HEC Convenor: Associate Professor Susan Corbett. Email hec@vuw.ac.nz or telephone
+64-4-463 9451.
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